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“You must be curious about how to cooperate with me, right? “We’ll establish a temporary contract. 

You help me find the entrance to the tenth floor. After the deed is done, I’ll give you this bone and the 

promised pills. “Three-eyed fox, this is your only chance. The tailbone of the nine-tailed Fox isn’t 

something you can always meet. If you don’t grasp it, you’ll regret it for the rest of your life.”Yun chujiu 

was like a wolf grandmother seducing little red riding hood. Three-eyed Fire Fox was at a loss! It was 

naturally unwilling to establish a temporary contract with a weakling, but that was the tail bone of the 

nine-tailed Fox! The little girl was right. If it did not grasp this opportunity, it would regret it for the rest 

of its life. Forget it, let’s just lose face! After the three-eyed fire Fox made its decision, it took the 

initiative to establish a spiritual connection with Yun Chujiu. Yun Chujiu used the beast taming technique 

to establish a temporary contract with it. Yun chujiu finally heaved a sigh of relief in her heart. Damn, it 

was a good thing that she suddenly remembered that Xiao Hong was unable to let go of the nine-tailed 

Fox’s bone. Otherwise, she might not be able to save her life! The three-tailed Fox King of Lie Yan, who 

was in the spiritual beast bag, grumbled angrily, “That’s my bone! I actually have to give it to that three-

tailed fox. It’s really infuriating!” “Xiao Hong, if you think about it this way, this bone has been played 

with by you for several months. Even if there is any nine-tailed Fox’s aura on it, it has been mostly 

absorbed by you. Just treat it as a charity to a beggar,”yun chujiu comforted. When the three-eyed fire 

fox heard Yun Chujiu’s words, it felt a little better. That’s right! Since it had played with it enough, it 

would give alms to the three-eyed fire fox! After Yun chujiu comforted the three-eyed fire Fox King, she 

asked the three-eyed fire fox, “Three-eyed fire fox, where is the entrance to the tenth floor? Let’s Go 

There!” The three-eyed fire Fox was at a loss. “I’ve never seen the entrance to the tenth floor. Maybe 

it’s not within my sphere of influence.” “Three-eyed, let’s go forward and look around. Maybe it’s in the 

depths of the cave.”Yun chujiu frowned. She did not know why, but she had a bad feeling. Could it be 

that she had been tricked by the Qi Ling? Could it be that there was no tenth floor here? Or could it be 

that the tenth floor was very hidden and she could not find it? Three-eyed fire fox naturally listened to 

Yun chujiu now. She nodded. “Then let’s Go!” “Wait! three-eyed Fire Fox, your attack just now made my 

legs a little weak. I Can’t walk anymore. Come, let me ride on your back. You Carry Me.” Three-eyed Fire 

Fox was about to Puke! Your legs are weak? Why Do I feel that you are alive and kicking? When you 

threatened me with the tail bone of the nine-tailed Fox just now, you were very lively. Now, your legs 

are weak? Who was he lying to? Although the three-eyed fire Fox was unwilling, it had already boarded 

the pirate ship. It had no choice but to let Yun Chujiu sit on its back and walk forward with a sad face. 

“Three-eyed, who are you showing your sad face to? Be Happy! Think about the nine-tailed Fox’s 

tailbone that you are about to obtain. Think about your bright future…” When the three-eyed fire fox 

heard Yun Chujiu’s words, it was indeed invigorated. Yes, it was sulking for the sake of its future glory. It 

endured it! After walking for less than an hour, it was blocked by two blood-eyed silver wolves at level 

28. The two blood-eyed silver wolves looked at the scene in front of them with some confusion. What 

the hell was on the back of the three-eyed fire Fox? A little human girl at the fifth level of the spirit sect? 

Was it planning to use the little girl as a reserve food and bring her back to the cave to eat later? 

 


